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We are proud to present to you the most detailed current affairs article 
on the internet with the most reliable news and the most latest news 
from all around the globe, get your current affairs game up with our 
help, and prepare for your government competitive examination. 
Helping aspirants prepare for their competitive exam and improving 
their current affairs knowledge by getting them up to speed with 
everything that is happening around the world. Top news from major 
websites such as The Hindu, The Economic Times, Times of India, Indian 
Express, Business Standard, etc.
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●On December 11 the Prime Minister of the country Mr. Narendra Modi 
inaugurated the Saryu Nahar national Project, the project is estimated 
to cost over Rs. 9,800 crore, the project will help solve the problem of 
water shortage in eastern UP Purvanchal with guaranteed irrigation to 
over 14 lakh hectares of land and will help benefit 29 lakh farmers. The 
project is 40-year long pending and more than Rs. 4,600 crore for the 
project were provisioned in the last four years.
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● In recent news the human-made wetland of around 6908 hectares in 
Bijnor the Haiderpur Wetland has been recognized as the 47h Ramsar 
Site of India and 2,463rd site internationally, located within the 
boundaries of Hastinapur Wildlife sanctuary, the Ramsar convention 
was adopted in Ramsar in 1971, and came into full force in 1975, the 
convention on wetlands is the oldest of the modern global 
intergovernmental environmental agreements, this agreement unites 
172 countries to protect and conserve the wetlands and use them wisely 
and their resources that they provide.
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●Achieving great success in its mission to go paperless, Dubai 
becomes World’s 1st 100% paperless government. The crown prince 
Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed made the announcement and stated 
that this new path will help save 3 billion Dirham and 14 million-man 
hours. The government now makes use of a comprehensive digital 
platform that manages all internal and external transactions and 
procedures of the Government of Dubai. Citizens can access digital 
services through the “DubaiNow application”, the digitization will help 
provide all government services to customers and will also help reduce 
paper consumption greatly.
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● 20-digit LEI (Legal Entity Identifier) for cross-border transactions above 
Rs. 50 crore made mandated by the RBI, The Reserve Bank of India has 
made it mandatory for companies to quote 20-digit legal entity identifiers 
for all their cross-border transactions for capital or current account 
transactions from October 1, 2022. Banks are directed to obtain LEI numbers 
from local companies who make transactions of Rs. 50 crore this LEI 
number will be obtained for each transaction. The LEI number must be 
furnished in all transactions of the entity irrespective of transaction size.
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● 12% increase in credit potential of Assam, NABARD in its recent report 
projected a 12% increase to INR 36,292 crore for the financial year 
2022-2023, the amount will be utilized as a base for preparing the 
annual credit plan, according to the NABARD report, around 52% of 
total projected credit potential is estimated for agriculture and allied 
activities and 36% for MSME sector.
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●December 11 marks the date for the IAF-DRDO flight tests helicopter-
launched stand-off anti-tank missile, the indigenously built and 
developed helicopter launched standoff anti-tank missile from Pokhran 
range, this is the first time that this was launched from a Russian Mi-25 
helicopter gunship. All mission objectives were met like release 
mechanism, advanced guidance, tracking algorithms, etc.
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● Shijian-6 05 a new satellite from China was launched for Space 
Exploration, the Shijian-6 05 is a new group of satellites that is 
developed by China, the satellite was launched by a long march-4B 
rocket the first flight of the long march-1 was in 1970 this launch marks 
the 400th mission of long march series rocket.
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● Lokpal Chairperson Justice Pinaki Chandra Ghose on December 13 
launched the digital platform for the public, this platform will help 
address citizens complaints and will be called ‘LokpalOnline’, the 
web-based portal will be hosted on the National Informatics center 
cloud and will manage complaints against public servants, this 
platform will help increase accountability, transparency, and 
efficient benefits to all citizens, the portal is easy to use and is 
convenient for filing complaints online with great confidentiality.
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● Supersonic Missile Assisted Torpedo successfully test-fired in Odisha, 
the SMART was test-fired off the coast of Balasore in Odisha and will help 
enhance anti-submarine warfare capabilities, being a next-generation 
weapon system which is missile-based standoff torpedo delivery system 
will put the country in great advantage, the missile system consists of 
advanced technologies such as two-stage solid propulsion, electro-
mechanical actuators, etc.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q1. How big is the human-made Haiderpur Wetland?
Ans.
A. 6908 hectares (ANS)
B. 6900 hectares
C. 9608 hectares
D. 7000 hectares

Q2. What is LEI?
Ans. LEI is a number used to identify parties to financial transactions 
worldwide; this helps improve the quality and accuracy of financial data 
systems. The Reserve Bank of India has made it mandatory for companies 
to quote a 20-digit legal entity identifier for all their cross-border 
transactions for capital or current account transactions. Banks are 
directed to obtain LEI numbers from local companies who make 
transactions of Rs. 50 crore this LEI number will be obtained for each 
transaction. The LEI number must be furnished in all transactions of the 
entity irrespective of transaction size.
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Q3. What is Lokpal Online?
Ans. ‘LokpalOnline’ is a platform that will help address citizens complaints, 
the web-based portal will be hosted on the National Informatics center 
cloud and will manage complaints against public servants, this platform 
will help increase accountability, transparency, and efficient benefits to all 
citizens, the portal is easy to use and is convenient for filing complaints 
online with great confidentiality. 


